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Abstract
We construct, for the first time, the time-domain gravitational wave strain
waveform from the collapse of a strongly gravitating Abelian Higgs cosmic
string loop in full general relativity. We show that the strain exhibits a large
memory effect during merger, ending with a burst and the characteristic ring-
down as a black hole is formed. Furthermore, we investigate the waveform
and energy emitted as a function of string width, loop radius and string ten-
sion Gμ. We find that the mass normalized gravitational wave energy displays
a strong dependence on the inverse of the string tension EGW/M0 ∝ 1/Gμ, with
EGW/M0 ∼ O(1)% at the percent level, for the regime where Gμ� 10−3. Con-
versely, we show that the efficiency is only weakly dependent on the initial
string width and initial loop radii. Using these results, we argue that gravi-
tational wave production is dominated by kinematical instead of geometrical
considerations.

Keywords: cosmic string, numerical relativity, gravitational waves, general
relativity, waveform modelling, gravitational wave memory
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1. Introduction

The detection of gravitational waves (GW) from black hole (BH) binaries [1] by the
LIGO/Virgo collaboration marked the start of a new era of observations. Beyond astrophysical
objects such as BH and neutron stars, this paved the way for the use of GW to search directly
for signatures of new physics. One of the key targets of this search is the existence of a network
of cosmic strings [2–5].

Cosmologically, cosmic string networks naturally arise after a phase transition in the early
Universe, possibly during GUT symmetry breaking [6–11]. These networks are known to be
a source of gravitational waves, and there is a large literature concentrating on the stochas-
tic background of weak field emission of GW through cusps, travelling kinks and kink–kink
interactions of the strings [12–35]. This signal is the total integrated power of incoherent GW
from all such individual emissions, i.e. the sum of all individual emissions which themselves
are too weak to be directly detected. Furthermore, these networks may manifest themselves
through other channels, such as their imprints via lensing on the cosmic microwave background
[36, 37].

Complementarily, one can also search for localized coherent events of these strings. Coher-
ent events are those that are individually energetic enough to be detected directly. Such events
can occur, for example, when the strings self-interact through the formation of sharp cusps,
through the collisions of travelling kinks that are formed during the intercommutation (i.e.
collisions) of cosmic strings, or when cosmic string loops collapse. Such a search requires
the construction of GW waveform templates—parameterized coherent time/frequency domain
signals which can then be searched via match-filtering in the detector signal stream or identified
within a burst search. We emphasise that searches for stochastic and coherent signals are com-
plementary—the non-detection/detection of one does not imply the non-detection/detection of
the other.

In the literature, collapsing cosmic string loops have been considered as seeds in the for-
mation of primordial black holes [39–52]. Recently, we presented the first investigation of the
collapse of circular loops with full general relativity [53] 4. By solving the full non-linear sys-
tem of Abelian Higgs field equations coupled to 3 + 1 Einstein gravity, we showed that the
main two outcomes were dispersion and black hole formation. If the loop is not massive enough
or thin enough, it will unwind and disperse all the energy into scalar, gauge and gravitational
radiation. However, a black hole can be formed, resulting in a large emission of gravitational
waves.

In this paper, we compute this corresponding coherent GW strain in the time-domain—see
figure 1. In other words, we compute the GW strain waveform from individual GW events from
the collapse to black holes of cosmic string loops, which is manifestly a strong gravity event.

We show that the coherent GW strain signals from the collapse of cosmic string loops are
dominated by two major components. The first component is that of a large gravitational wave
memory [62, 63] effect during the merger, generated by a large aspherical ‘jet-like’ ejection of
matter radiation. The second component is that of the final ringdown phase post-BH formation,
with the initial collapse stage being a subdominant contribution to the total signal. We also
find that the efficiency of GW production is around O(1)% of the total cosmic string mass.
This efficiency is dependent on the cosmic string tension Gμ, with lower tension producing
more GW—up to 2.2% for Gμ = 2 × 10−3, which is the lower bound of the parameter space
studied in this work. In comparison, the efficiency for head-on BH mergers and inspiral merger

4 Work had been done in the past for infinite straight strings and traveling waves in the context of full general relativity
[54–60].
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Figure 1. Strain waveform: the l = 2, m = 0 strain mode for a cosmic string loop col-
lapse into a black hole with Gμ = 4 × 10−3 and R0 = 600 M−1

Pl . The dotted signal was
calculated using the semi-analytical approach while the solid line is from the integra-
tion of the NR signal. The strain exhibits a large memory due to the aspherical loss of
matter ejecta during merger, ending with a characteristic ringdown after the black hole
is formed. A summary movie of the simulation can be found here [38].

is 0.06% and ∼ 5% respectively [64, 65]. We will comment on this somewhat counter-intuitive
result in section 5.

Coherent GW events are categorized by its energy (‘loudness’) and its characteristic fre-
quency. The distance d from which one of these events could be observed by current and future
GW detectors is given by

(
d

10 Mpc

)
∼

√
EGW

M�

(
10−19

h

)
(1)

where EGW is the energy emitted in GWs and h is the strain sensitivity of the detector. Roughly
speaking, interferometers are optimized to detect GW induced strain of h ∼ 10−21 around a
finite frequency domain—for the LIGO/Virgo interferometers this is f ∼ 10–1000 Hz. In the
case of GW events when a black hole is formed, the quasinormal mode (QNM) frequency
of the characteristic ringdown phase is determined by its mass. Combined, this means that
LIGO/Virgo is sensitive to EGW ∼ M� events at around 100 Gpc. Thus to produce coherent
GW observable by LIGO/Virgo one must produce sufficiently energetic (‘loud’) events at its
detector frequency5. This means that LIGO/Virgo will be sensitive to cosmic string loop events6

of around 100M� at a distance of about 1 Gpc [53].
To check the dependency of the waveforms and energy as a function of the initial con-

ditions and parameter of the cosmic string loops, we compute the waveforms for the three
main parameters of the system. The first parameter is the string tension Gμ which specifies the
underlying theory. The next two parameters, the initial radius R0 and the width of the string δ,
define the initial string geometry. We find evidence that the the mass normalized waveforms
depend strongly on the string tension Gμ, and weakly on the string width δ and initial string
radii R0, for the regime Gμ > 10−3. Hence, it follows that the GW production efficiency of
collapsing cosmic string loops is only weakly dependent on initial string loop radii R and the

5 The signal is redshifted as it travels from the progenitor to the detectors, but this effect is small.
6 For binary black hole mergers, the efficiency is about 5%, i.e. 5% of the merger mass is converted to EGW, putting
them into the peak sensitivity window of LIGO/Virgo (O(1 ∼ 100)M� black holes) as designed.
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width of the string δ—at least for the parameter space studied in this work. Combined with
the fact that the power is dependent on string tension Gμ—and this sets the loop velocity at
BH formation—we argue that the generation of GW is driven by collapse kinematics instead
of the geometry of the system.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the Abelian Higgs cosmic string
model and recap some previous results. In section 3, we describe the parametric dependences
of GW power from both string geometry and string model for cosmic string collapse events. In
section 4, we show how the waveform is not degenerate to other known BH merger processes,
and we derive the full coherent time-domain GW strain waveform from a combination of semi-
analytic and numerical results. We discuss the prospects and strategies for a direct detection
search and conclude in section 5.

2. Abelian Higgs string loops

The action of the Abelian Higgs model minimally coupled to gravity7 is

S = SEH −
∫

d4x
√
−g

[
(Dμφ)∗(Dμφ) +

1
4

FμνFμν + V(φ)

]
(2)

where SEH =
∫

dx4√−g(R/16πG), Dμ = (∂μ − ieAμ) is the covariant derivative with its U(1)
gauge field Aμ with field strength tensor

Fμν = ∂μAν − ∂νAμ, (3)

and V(φ) is the sombrero potential of the complex scalar field φ

V(φ) =
1
4
λ
(
|φ|2 − η2

)2
, (4)

where η is the symmetry breaking scale.
For simplicity, we set the charge e and the dimensionless coupling constant λ to obey the

critical coupling limit

β =
λ

2e2
= 1, (5)

in which the Higgs and vector masses are identical and the string tension μ is related to the
symmetry breaking scale as

μ = 2πη2. (6)

The coupling constant λ and the string tension Gμ set the width of string as

δ =

√
2π
λμ

. (7)

In [53], we constructed the initial conditions to a circular cosmic string loop. The mass of
such a configuration of radius R0 is given by

M0 = 2πμR0 (8)

7 We use the −+++ convention for the metric, and set � = c = 1 and MPl = 1/
√

G.
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Figure 2. Gravitational wave signals as a function of string tension Gμ and black
hole head-on reference [61]: the signal is normalised with the initial mass of the sys-
tem and shifted such that the maximum of rΨ4 coincides at time t = 0, for three
cases from table 1 for Gμ = {3 × 10−3, 6 × 10−3, 1 × 10−2} and corresponding mass
M0 = {18.85MPl, 13.19MPl, 10.05MPl}. The relationship betweenΨ4 and detector strain
h is given in equation (16). The thickness of the line is an estimate of the numerical
error. Unphysical parts of the signal are de-emphasised using ticked lines with different
transparencies. We find that smaller Gμ have larger amplitudes and hence produce more
gravitational wave radiation (with 2.2% for Gμ = 2 × 10−3 with R = 1600M−1

Pl ). The
rest of the initial mass goes into the black hole and matter radiation. A table summary
of all the runs is shown in (A22).

which is independent of the coupling constant λ.
Also in [53], we showed that the hoop conjecture argument accurately predicts that an ini-

tially static loop with radius R0 and tension Gμ will form a black hole as long as the condition

R0 >

√
1

8πλ
(Gμ)−3/2M−1

Pl , (9)

is satisfied.

3. Parametric dependence of GW signals

In this section we study how the gravitational wave signal changes when we vary the parameters
of the model: the string tension Gμ, the initial loop radius R0 and the string width δ.

We first focus on the string tension Gμ. We performed a series of simulations with the string
parameters shown in table 1 with fixedλ = 2. Since varying Gμ substantially changes the mass
of the string (see equation (8)), for each choice, we choose its initial R0 to ensure that a black
hole can be formed (i.e. obey the condition equation (9)).

In figure 2, we show the time domain gravitational waveforms in terms of the (mass
normalized) rΨ4 Weyl scalar for the cases8 of Gμ = {3 × 10−3, 6 × 10−3, 1 × 10−2} with
corresponding mass M0 = {18.85, 13.19, 10.05}MPl. For the cases investigated, we find the
maximum efficiency is 2.2% for the case of Gμ = 2 × 10−3.

The energy radiated in GWs can be estimated from the rΨ4 Weyl scalar by equation (C1).
The efficiency of GW production normalized over total string mass, EGW/M0 is shown in

8 We show the results of the other simulations in the appendix, figure 14.
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Figure 3. Efficiency in GW production vs. string tension: we find that the efficiency
EGW/M0 ∝ A

(
16π2Gμ

)−1
obey a simple power law with A = 10−2 (solid line). The

simulation parameters and results are tabulated in table 1 while the star-dotted point on
the right is the result from our previous paper [53]. Note that the last data point to the
left may signal the turnover of the inverse power law 1/Gμ.

figure 3. Interestingly, we find that this scales as

EGW

M0
=

A
16π2

1
Gμ

(10)

where A is a numerical factor found to be approximately A ≈ 10−2. Intriguingly, this means
that smaller tension leads to greater efficiency, with the caveat that we have only explored a
small regime of the total possible parameter space. This scaling clearly cannot be unbounded
as Gμ→ 0, and must turnover at some point. We will discuss this further in section 5.

We can also explore the dependence of GW emissions as a function of string width δ and
initial radius R0. In [66], using purely geometrical arguments, Hawking computed the effi-
ciency of GW emitted from an infinitesimally thin cosmic string loop, and showed that it has
an upper bound of 29%. This is obtained by assuming that the initial horizon of the black hole
is a thin disk, and then computing the difference of the disk’s total area with the area of the final
Schwarzschild black hole. Hence, it is plausible that if the initial horizon of the black hole is
less disk-like and more spheroidal, the efficiency will become smaller since the initial horizon
area will then be greater (and the difference with the area of the Schwarzschild black hole is
smaller). To test for this idea, we can define a dimensionless ‘thickness’ parameter,

δ

R0
=

√
2π
λμ

1
R0

, (11)

such that a cosmic string is ‘thin’ if δ/R0 is small and ‘thick’ if δ/R0 is close to unity. In
the infinitesimally thin limit, δ/R0 → 0. Our argument above suggests that the GW efficiency
should increase as δ/R0 decrease, with the Hawking limit being δ/R0 = 0. However, as we
will show in below, this is not borne out by our numerical simulations, at least in the limited
range of parameters we are able to explore. We test this argument by performing simulations
with varying string width δ and radius R0, while keeping other parameters fixed as follows.

String width δ dependence: we performed three simulations with varying λ = {2, 8, 32}
which corresponds to string widths δ = {δ2, δ2/2, δ2/4}) with δ2 = 17.72M−1

Pl , while fixing
Gμ = 1 × 10−2 and initial radius R0 = 160M−1

Pl . From the results shown in figure 4, we see
that the signals only depend weakly on string width.

6
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Figure 4. Gravitational wave signals for different width δ: the plot shows the mass
normalized Weyl scalar rΨ4 for Gμ = 1 × 10−2, R0 = 160M−1

Pl but with different con-
figurations obtained by varying the string width δ using expression equation (7) by half
(λ = 8) and quarter (λ = 32). The thickness of the lines indicates the numerical error.
This illustrates that the GW signal does not strongly depend on string width δ.

Figure 5. Gravitational wave signals for different radii: the plot shows the mass
normalized Weyl scalar rΨ4 for the radii R0 {160, 240, 320}M−1

Pl , with fixed width
δ = 17.72M−1

Pl and constant tension Gμ = 1 × 10−2. The thickness of the lines indi-
cates the numerical error. This illustrates that the GW signal does not strongly depend
on the string radii.

Initial radius R0 dependence: we performed three simulations with varying R0 =
{160, 240, 320}M−1

Pl at fixed Gμ = 1 × 10−2 and λ = 2. Since the mass scales with R0 and
the ringdown frequency of a black hole is inversely proportional to its mass, we normalise the
signal with their initial mass. From the results shown in figure 5, we find that the normalised
signal at most scales weakly with R0.

The above results suggest that the GW emission efficiency is only weakly dependent on
initial string dimensionless thickness δ/R0.

On the other hand, the numerically obtained scaling equation (10) can be suggestively
rewritten as

EGW

M0
= Aγ(tBH)

4π
, (12)

where γ is the Lorentz factor of the string infall velocity and tBH is black hole formation time,
i.e.

γ(tBH) =
1

4πGμ
. (13)

7
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We can derive equation (13) as follows. In [53], we have shown that the dynamics of a radius
R0 cosmic string loop during the infall is well described by the Nambu–Goto approximation
[67], for which the position and velocity at some given time are given by

R(t) = R0 cos

(
t

R0

)
, vR(t) = sin

(
t

R0

)
. (14)

The black hole forms approximately when rBH = 2GM0 = 4πR0Gμ, which using
equation (14) happens at time tBH = R0 cos−1 (4πGμ), so that the velocity at black hole
formation is

vR(tBH) =
√

1 − 16π2(Gμ)2, (15)

which using γ = (1 − v2)−1/2 leads to equation (13). For Gμ = 1 × 10−2 − 2 × 10−3, this cor-
responds to v(tBH) ≈ 0.9920 − 0.9997, so it is an ultra-relativistic event. Note that the velocity
equation equation (15) does not depend on λ and R0. Physically, the smaller the string tension,
for a fixed loop mass M0 the larger the radius of the loop has to be, the longer it takes for the
loop to reach the Schwarzschild radius and hence the faster the loop will be moving when the
black hole is formed.

Hence we conjecture that the GW emission process is dominated by the kinetic energy of
the system, with the string geometry playing only a minor role9.

4. Gravitational strain waveforms

Our goal in this section is to construct the strain waveform. The gravitational wave strain h as
seen by a detector is related to the Weyl scalar Ψ4 by the following equation of motion

ḧ = ḧ+ + iḧ× = Ψ4. (16)

Thus we would need to integrate equation (16) to obtain h. The details of this integration are
described in appendix A.

Furthermore, as we have described in our previous work [53], numerically the early time
infall signal is contaminated by the presence of unphysical artefacts from the numerical con-
struction of its initial conditions10. To circumvent this, we note that during this early time
period, the infall tracks the trajectory of a Nambu–Goto string until a distance of O(δ) [53].
We use this fact to construct a semi-analytic model of the GW emission during infall as follows.
The modified trajectory is given by

R(t) = R0

[
Θ(t0 − t) + cos

(
t

R0

)
Θ(t − t0)

]
, (17)

where the Heaviside functions ensure consistency with the initial data of our numerical simu-
lations where the loop is static for t < t0 (see figures 8 and 9). In Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z)
such that r =

√
x2 + y2 + z2, the stress tensor in the corresponding basis is

Tαβ (t, x) = μvαvβ γ δ (r − R (t)) δ (z) , (18)

9 Note that the Hawking argument in [66] assumes that the cosmic string loop is collapsing at the speed of light.
10 These artefacts are generically present for most numerical relativity initial conditions.

8
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where the velocity is vα = (1, vR sin(φ), vRcos(φ), 0) with

vR(t) =
dR
dt

= sin

(
t

R0

)
Θ(t − t0). (19)

The gravitational wave signal of such system is then given in the weak field limit by the
standard formula [68]

rhTT
i j (t) = 4GΛi j,kl(n)

∫ ∞

−∞

dω
2π

T̃kl(ω,ωn/c)e−iωtret (20)

where tret = t − r/c is the retarded time and is valid for arbitrary velocities, and Λij,kl is the
projector to the traceless-transverse gauge. The result and details of this calculation for various
methods as well as a convergence test can be found in appendix A.2 and figure 10 We plot the
resulting gravitational wave strain for Gμ = 4 × 10−3 with R0 = 600M−1

Pl in figure 1.
As one can see, rΔh+ = rh+(∞) − rh+(−∞) > 0. This is known as the gravitational wave

memory effect [62, 63, 69–71], which is a large permanent shift in the strain waveform. The
nature of this memory arises from the fact that post-merger, there is a loss of matter emit-
ted axially in an ultra-relativistic jet (figure 17)—and hence is highly aspherical—while its
‘incoming’ velocity is zero (i.e. the loop is initially static). This generates a large linear memory
shift [72] akin to that of a core-collapse supernova [73].

We can estimate the magnitude of this memory using the linear memory formula [63, 70]

rΔhTT
i j (θA) = Δ

∑
A

⎡
⎣ 4GMA√

1 − v2
A

(
v j

Av
k
A

1 − vA cos θA

)TT
⎤
⎦ , (21)

where MA an vA are the rest mass and asymptotic velocity respectively of ejecta particle A and
θA is the angle between vi

A and the direction to the detector. The Δ expresses the difference
between the initial ‘incoming’ and ‘outgoing’ values. The initial velocity of the loop is vi

A = 0.
From numerical simulations, it can be seen that the outgoing ejecta is highly beamed like jets
in the direction axial to the loop (see figure 17). In general, to use this formula, one must calcu-
late the flux of ejecta as a function of angle. Since our goal is not to make a precise prediction
of its value (we directly obtain this from numerical simulations), but to simply demonstrate
that our numerical result is indeed gravitational wave memory, we approximate its magnitude
as follows. We assume that all the ejecta is travelling at a constant velocity axially (i.e. per-
pendicular to the plane of the loop) at vi

A = (0, 0,±vz) where vz ∼ 1 (the exact value does not
affect the final answer significantly).

We express the right-hand side of equation (21) onto a spherical basis at radius r by first
rotating each instance of the metric rΔhij → rΔhi′ j′(θ,φ) where (θ,φ) are the coordinates on
the sphere. We then project the metric onto their traceless and transverse components to obtain

ΔhTT
i′ j′(θ,φ) =

⎛
⎝Δh+ Δh× 0
Δh× −Δh+ 0

0 0 0

⎞
⎠ , (22)

where it can be shown that

rΔh+ = 2GEtotal
v2

z sin2 θ

v2
z cos2 θ − 1

, rΔh× = 0. (23)

9
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and Etotal ≈ M0 − MBH = 1.32MPl (see table 1) is the total integrated relativistic flux energy
for both matter and GW we directly measured from our simulations. To compare this to our
numerical result in figure 1, we project equation (23) onto the l = 2, m = 0 mode as

rΔh+
2,0 =

∫
dΩ rΔh+(−2Y2

0 )∗ ≈ 8 M−1
Pl , (24)

which about a factor of 2 smaller when compared to the numerical value we obtained, but at the
right order of magnitude. We emphasise that equation (24) is just an estimate of the memory
assuming the interactions stay within the linear regime, and hence it is not surprising that the
true memory is larger.

5. Discussion and prospects for detection

In this work, we showed that GW production of cosmic string loops that collapse and form
black holes scales as

EGW

M0
=

A
16π2

1
Gμ

, A ≈ 10−2, (25)

but depends weakly on its initial string width and loop radius. We argue that this strongly
suggests that the GW production in such a collapse is dominated by kinematic processes, and
not geometric ones.

Clearly, since Gμ is theoretically not bounded from below, equation (25) cannot scale
without bound to smaller values as it violates the Hawking bound EGW/M0 → 0.29 at Gμ ≈
2 × 10−5. This suggests that there must exist some new scale where this turnover from the
inverse power law to some other relationship. This turnover may already be hinted in figure 3,
where the Gμ = 2 × 10−3 point is diverging from expression equation (25), and will be a focus
of our future investigations. Furthermore, our cosmic string loops are Planckian in their masses.
To generate loops of solar masses require that the loops have large radii—for example for
Gμ ≈ 10−10 require a loop of around 100 a.u.11

Observations of the CMB [37] and the LIGO/Virgo search for stochastic GW [4, 5] con-
straints the current cosmic string tension to Gμ � 10−14 − 10−7—this value is dependent on
the details of the cosmic strings network evolution which is uncertain (and model dependent)
[74–80]. This regime is obviously beyond the validity of our scaling argument. While we have
only explored a small regime of the possible parameter space and the amplitude of the GW sig-
nal may differ for other parameters, we do not expect the form of the GW strain signal shown in
figure 1 to differ substantially at lower Gμ. We also emphasise that strongly gravitating strings
such as fundamental strings with Gμ ∼ 10−2 can also be produced in many popular brane
inflation models [81–84]. Modulo such theoretical concerns about the probability distribu-
tion of such events which can only be estimated from large network simulations, we take the
agnostic view that their existence can be put into observational test.

On the other hand, we believe that the large gravitational wave memory of these events is
a robust result regardless of the string parameters, since it is sourced by the large aspherical
emission of post-collapse debris which we expect to occur regardless. While GW memory
are historically removed from both the detector data streams and theoretical predictions, there

11 By equation equation (13), such loops would experience a γ(tBH) ≈ O(109) Lorentz contraction. In order to numeri-
cally simulate this regime, one requires substantial investment of numerical resources and engineering, but in principle
can be done with judicious use of the S1 symmetry of the loop.

10
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Figure 6. String loop and black hole head-on merger comparison: the l = 2 m = 0
strain mode for Gμ = 2 × 10−3 with R0 = 1600M−1

Pl . Both signals are normalized to
mass, but the black hole formed from the head-on collision is 16× closer to the detector.
This shows that the signal of the collapse of a cosmic string loop is not degenerate with
distance to spin-free BH merger.

is now increasing interest in their search [85, 86] and is currently a goal of the LIGO/Virgo
collaboration [87].

Both such short signals with little GW production during the infall phase suggests that this
it is best looked for in the transient short-during burst channel [88–92]. This channel makes
only minimal assumptions on the expected signal waveform, at the cost of reduced sensitivity
to weaker signals. One may wonder whether the string loop burst waveform is degenerate with
other processes such as very massive binary black hole inspiral or head-on mergers—and hence
can be picked up by already existing match-filtered searches. The former case is trivial since
the lack of an oscillatory pre-merger signal and the fact that the black hole formed the collapse
has no spin, are sufficient features to distinguish from a binary black hole inspiral system, and
thus it is not degenerate.

For a more symmetric scenario such as a head-on BH–BH merger, in figure 6 we show
that it is not degenerate. While the ringdown signal from the black hole formed from a loop is
degenerate with a black hole with the same mass formed from a head-on merger 16× closer,
the pre-merger and the merger itself differ considerably. Therefore, it will be distinguishable
as long as one has access to the full waveform.

To detect such weaker signals, one would need to make use of the full match-filtering search,
which requires the construction of a parameterised GW waveform template. In this work, we
argue that the primary parameter for the construction of such waveform templates is the string
tension Gμ, with secondary parameters being the initial string width and radii. We undertook
the first steps in the construction of the GW strain waveform template (figure 1). In an upcoming
publication, we will complete the construction of these templates, and use them to search for
cosmic string loop collapse signatures in the LIGO/Virgo data stream.
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Appendix A. Extending the waveform

A.1. Integrating the rΨ4

The GW strain can be obtained directly from integrating the numerically obtained Weyl Scalar
Ψ4,

ḧ = ḧ+ + iḧ× = Ψ4, (A1)

with the boundary conditions that the emission in gravitational wave power stops at large times
and PGW ∝ ḣ

lim
t→∞

ḣ = 0. (A2)

We hence have the freedom to shift h

h = hnum +Δh, (A3)

where hnum is the gravitational wave strain calculated using a numerical integration technique
from Ψ4. However, we found in the simulations that the quasi-normal modes become unreli-
able after a certain time due to numerical resolution (see figure 7 for t � 4500), which causes
substantial errors in the integration. To deal with this, this we substitute the signal with ana-
lytical QNMs [93] for the corresponding l = 2 mode. We performed convergence checks in
resolution, courant-factor, box-radius and extraction radius, to ensure that all our numerical
integrations are converged.

A.2. Weak-field gravity extension

To construct the infall signal, we will calculate ithe strain of a collapsing circular and planar
cosmic string loop with energy momentum tensor given by

Tαβ(t, x) = μvαvβγ δ(r − R(t))δ(z) (A4)

where we define r =
√

x2 + y2 and the behaviour of the pre-merger collapse in the weak-field
limit is well described by

R(t) = R0

[
Θ(t0 − t) + cos

(
t

R0

)
Θ(t − t0)

]
. (A5)
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Figure 7. Fitting l = 2 m = 0 quasinormal mode: we cut off the numerical signal at
t = 3300M−1

Pl and search for the mass that best fits the analytic quasi-normal mode with
the signal. We find a good fit with the mass 18.33MPl for Gμ = 2 × 10−3 and R0 =
1600M−1

Pl .

Figure 8. Spacetime diagram of loop evolution: the solid black line represents the
loop evolution of our simulations. The loop is initially at rest with radius R0, then starts
to collapse at t0 and forms a black hole at tBH. The dashed grey is the solution of an
oscillating loop following the Nambu–Goto action. As shown in figure 9, the first signal
an observer at xobs receives depends on the past history of the loop (grey shaded area). For
the Nambu–Goto case, one would get gravitational radiation coming from the expansion
phase of the loop (after it has shrunk to a point in the previous cycle). We cut this spurious
signal off by imposing a Heaviside function in equation (14).

so that vα = (1, vR sin(φ), vR cos(φ), 0) with

vR(t) =
dR
dt

= sin(t/R0)Θ(t − t0). (A6)

where δ(t − t0) is the Dirac delta and we set the starting time t0 = 0 to be consistent with the
simulations. Note that we have use the Heaviside theta functions to impose the initial of the
cosmic loop such that it is infinitely static from t < t0, consistent with the initial conditions
of our numerical simulations. This is important as the Nambu–Goto loop is oscillating, and
hence will contribute GW in the regime t < t0, in contradiction to our numerical simulations
(see figures 8 and 9).

13
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Figure 9. GW signal from weak field gravity for the infall of a loop simulated in this
paper (solid black line) and an oscillatory Nambu–Goto loop (dashed grey line). The sig-
nal of the former starts at rh = 0 while for the latter, the observer gets contribution from
the expanding regime (t < 0) of the Nambu–Goto loop. The weak gravity calculation
breaks down when the loop collapses to a point.

The effective GW generated for sources that are relativistic is given by [68]

rhTT
i j (t) = 4GΛi j,kl(n)

∫ ∞

−∞

dω
2π

T̃kl(ω,ωn/c)e−iω(t−r/c), (A7)

where n is the direction of the observer

n = (sin θ sin φ, sin θ cos φ, cos θ) , (A8)

and Λij,kl(n) is the projector to the TT gauge,

Λi j,kl(n) = PikP jl −
1
2

Pi jPkl, (A9)

where

P(n) = δi j − nin j. (A10)

We define the fourier transform as

T̃kl(ω, k) =
∫

d4x Tkl(t, x)eiωt−ik·x. (A11)

To check the calculation we also calculate the same expression in the time-domain,

rhTT
i j (t) = 4GΛi j,kl(n)

∫ ∞

−∞
d3x Tkl

(
t − r

c
+ x · n, x

)
, (A12)

we indeed find that both formulations converge to the same result (see figure 10).

A.2.1. Frequency-domain. We simplify equation (A7) into

rh+(t, θ,φ) =
1
2

(
I2(t, θ) − cos2(θ)(I1(t, θ) − I2(t, θ))

)
, rh×= 0 (A13)
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Figure 10. Consistency test between the frequency-domain and time-domain methods
for Gμ = 4 × 10−3 and R0 = 600M−1

Pl . We run both methods with three resolutions,
which we refer as low, mid and high. The difference between them becomes smaller as
the resolution is increased, indicating that our integration has converged. Both methods
recover the same signal.

where the two integrals are

I1(t, θ) = 8GμR0

∫ t2

t1

sin (t′/R0)2Θ(t′)√
A2 − (t′ − tret)2

dt′, (A14)

and

I2(t, θ) = 8GμR0

∫ t2

t1

sin (t′/R0)2
√

A2 − (t′ − tret)2Θ(t′)
A2

dt′ (A15)

with A = R0
[
Θ(−t′) + cos

(
t′/R0

)
Θ(t′)

]
sin(θ) and tret = t − r/c the retarded time. These

are integrated numerically from t1(t, θ) to t2(t, θ), defined so that the square root
above is well defined. To find these two points, one has to find the roots in t′ of
R2

0

[
Θ(−t′) + cos

(
t′/R0

)
Θ(t′)

]2
sin (θ)2 − (t′ − tret)2 = 0, which we did using a non-linear

numerical solver for every t and θ.

A.2.2. Time-domain. Similarly as in equation (A13), we can simplify equation (A12) into

rh+(t, θ,φ) =
1
2

(
rIxx(t, θ) − cos2(θ)rIyy(t, θ)

)
, and, rh×= 0 (A16)

where the integrals are

Ixx(t, θ) = 4GμR0

∫ 2π

0
dφ′ B2 sin2(φ′)

1 + cos(φ′) sin(θ)B
, (A17)

and

Iyy(t, θ) = 4GμR0

∫ 2π

0
dφ′ B2 cos2(φ′)

1 + cos(φ′) sin(θ)B
(A18)

with

B = sin

(
tret + r(φ′, θ, t) cos(φ′) sin(θ)

R0

)
Θ(tret + r(φ′, θ, t) cos(φ′) sin(θ)), (A19)
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Figure 11. Time delay (equation (A21)) caused by the dynamical gauge for the case
Gμ = 4 × 10−3, R0 = 600M−1

Pl . We estimate GWs emitted near BH formation to be
reaching our extraction radius with Δt ≈ 200M−1

Pl delay in simulation time.

where one has to first obtain r(φ′, θ, t) by solving

r − R0 cos

(
tret + r(φ′, θ, t) cos(φ′) sin(θ)

R0

)
Θ(tret + r(φ′, θ, t) cos(φ′) sin(θ)) = 0, (A20)

using a non-linear solver similarly to the frequency approach for t1(t, θ) and t2(t, θ). However,
we need to solve for an additional variable this method, it is numerically much more expensive
but we use it to check consistency between both methods, figure 10.

A.3. Fitting to the NR signal

We first correct a time delay Δt of the signal caused by a redshift, which we estimate as

Δt =
∫ rext

R(t)
dr

(
1

α(t, r)
− 1

)
(A21)

where α(t, r) is the lapse function and
∫ rext

R(t) dr = rext − R(t) is the distance from the string cen-
ter to the extraction radius as the loop collapses, which we track throughout the simulation.
The delay Δt encodes the difference between the simulation time and the real time it takes a
gravitational wave to propagate from the string center to the detector. The delay over time is
shown in figure 11 and for near black hole formation, we estimate it to be Δt ≈ 200M−1

Pl for
Gμ = 4 × 10−3 and R0 = 600M−1

Pl case.
We then match the strain from our numerical relativity simulations rhnum with the weak

gravity calculation rhweak of the previous section as follows

rh =

{
rhweak, t < tcut

rhnum + rΔh t > tcut

. (A22)

The free shift rΔh is chosen by finding the best fit value over a region where both signals are
valid (shaded region in figure 12). We define this region of validity as, that when GM/R(tf) ≈
0.25, such that t f = R0 cos−1

(
4GM/R0

)
. In addition, we define the starting point as the time

when most of the initial data artefacts have passed the detector (we can read this value from
the rΨ4 plot). The best fit is shown in figure 12.

A similar analysis can be done for other (Gμ, R0) cases, which we compare in figure 13.
The larger the initial radius R0 of the loop, the longer the infall. In addition, more
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Figure 12. Matching the numerical and analytical signals for the Gμ = 4 × 10−3,
R0 = 600M−1

Pl case. As estimated in figure 11, we correct the time delay by shifting the
numerical signal by −Δt = −200M−1

Pl . The shaded region indicates where the best fit
is being calculated to determine the free shift rΔh, which is found to be rΔh ≈ 20MPl.

Figure 13. Gravitational waveforms for (Gμ, R0) = {(6 × 10−3, 350M−1
Pl ), (5 ×

10−3, 450M−1
Pl ), (4 × 10−3, 600M−1

Pl ), (3 × 10−3, 1000M−1
Pl )}. The numerical signals

have been corrected the delays Δt = {160M−1
Pl , 180M−1

Pl , 200M−1
Pl , 300M−1

Pl } respec-
tively, estimated via equation (A21). The figure shows how larger loops have a longer
infall and the memory is about the same for the last three cases, which is expected since
the total radiation in GWs and matter is very similar M0 − MBH ≈ 1.25MPl, while for
(Gμ, R0) = (6 × 10−3, 350M−1

Pl ) the memory is smaller as M0 − MBH ≈ 1.05MPl, see
table 1.

energetic events (larger EGW) have larger amplitude rh whereas we see that the last three wave-
forms show a similar amount of memory rΔh, which is expected as the total energy emitted
is M0 − MBH ≈ 1.25MPl, and for (Gμ, R0) = (6 × 10−3, 350M−1

Pl ) less energy is radiated to
infinity M0 − MBH ≈ 1.05MPl, resulting in smaller memory, see table 1.

Appendix B. Summary of simulations

Here we show the summary of the results for the different Gμ runs. The first three columns
correspond to the parameter space studied. The next four columns include information of data
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Figure 14. Gravitational wave signal for different string tension Gμ and black hole
head-on reference [61]: the signal is normalised with the initial mass of the system and
shifted such that the maximum of rΨ4 coincides at time t = 0, for all cases in table 1.
Unphysical parts of the signal are de-emphasised using dashed lines. A summary of the
parameters used for these runs is shown below in table 1.

Table 1. Overview of simulations with different Gμ and R0: in this table, we list
all the simulations we have done for this work. The initial mass M0 is obtained using
equation (8) and the error calculated with the difference to the integrated mass of the
numerical initial data. To extract the energy in gravitational waves EGW we integrated
over the rΨ4 at different radii. The radiated energy in matter components Ematter is esti-
mated by integrating it after black hole formation over the numerical grid excluding the
interior of the BH.

Gμ R0 [M−1
Pl ] λ M0 [MPl] MBH [MPl] Ematter [MPl] EGW [MPl] γ(tBH)

1 × 10−2 160 2 10.05 ± 0.07 9.21 ± 0.18 0.41 ± 0.10 0.07 ± 0.02 7.96
9 × 10−3 200 2 11.31 ± 0.07 10.27 ± 0.05 0.31 ± 0.08 0.09 ± 0.02 8.84
8 × 10−3 250 2 12.57 ± 0.07 11.59 ± 0.08 0.26 ± 0.07 0.11 ± 0.02 9.95
7 × 10−3 300 2 13.19 ± 0.07 12.23 ± 0.01 0.29 ± 0.07 0.13 ± 0.03 11.37
6 × 10−3 350 2 13.19 ± 0.07 12.14 ± 0.06 0.46 ± 0.12 0.15 ± 0.02 13.26
5 × 10−3 450 2 14.14 ± 0.06 12.97 ± 0.02 0.56 ± 0.14 0.19 ± 0.02 15.92
4 × 10−3 600 2 15.08 ± 0.05 13.76 ± 0.04 0.75 ± 0.19 0.25 ± 0.02 19.89
3 × 10−3 1000 2 18.85 ± 0.04 17.58 ± 0.12 0.62 ± 0.16 0.38 ± 0.02 26.53
2 × 10−3 1600 2 20.11 ± 0.03 18.33 ± 0.06 1.38 ± 0.35 0.44 ± 0.02 39.79

extracted from the simulations together with the corresponding error bars. Lastly, we compute
the length contraction before black hole formation using the velocity given by the Nambu–Goto
approximation (equation (15)).

To get an approximate estimate of the numerical precision of the signal in figures 2, 4 and 5,
we performed two simulations with two different resolutions. Conservatively we can assume
our simulations possess 2nd order convergence (see appendix C.2 below) and used the differ-
ence between the two runs to get an estimate for the error. We then chose the maximum value
of the error (excluding the non-physical signal from the initial data) as the value for all points.

Furthermore, in figure 3 we calculated errors for all measured quantities. We estimated the
error of M0 by calculating the difference between the theoretical value and the integrated energy
of the first frame. The errors for MBH are obtained by performing a best fit using QNMs after
some different time. To calculate Ematter we integrated over the grid, excluding a region close
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Figure 15. L2 norm of constraints: we test the Hamiltonian constraint evolution for
a loop with Gμ = 2 × 10−3 and R0 = 1600M−1

Pl . It collapses and forms a black hole
at t ≈ 2500M−1

Pl . After that, the Hamiltonian constraint remains stable at L2H < 10−7.
This plot shows that we have very good numerical control over our simulations.

to the black hole. Lastly, the error of EGW is estimated by the energy in initial data artefacts
mixed with the physical signal, i.e. the energy between t = R0 + rext and when the artefacts
have passed the detectors.

Appendix C. Numerical Methodology

The full numerical relativity initial data for the circular Abelian Higgs cosmic string loop is
explained in our previous paper [53]. We solve for χ using the Hamiltonian constraint. We
reduce the spatial dimension of the problem by using its cylindrical symmetry. This solution is
then further relaxed to obtain the final solution, which is that of an excited cosmic string loop.
We then evolve using GRCHOMBO [61], which solves the BSSN formulation of the Einstein
equations [94–96].

C.1. Numerical Extraction of Signal

We extract the Penrose scalar Ψ4 with tetrads proposed by [97]. Similarly as in black hole
binaries, there is some non-physical radiation associated with the initial data, which in our
case consists of a toroidal shell of artificial radiation resulting in two GW peaks before the
physical signal. While such stray-GW can often be ignored as they quickly radiate away at
light speed, due to the rapid collapse of the cosmic string loops at ultrarelativistic speeds, they
cannot be ignored.

Nevertheless, these artefacts can be separated by simulating larger loops. The time for the
stray radiation moving at the speed of light is R0 + rext, while the signal of the collapsing loop
arrives around R0π/2 + rext. This implies that we can separate the artificial radiation from the
real signal by increasing the radius of the loop, which is computationally expensive. This is
especially visible in figure 2, where we increased the radius of the ring for smaller Gμ to
guarantee black hole formation. The initial peak, which is the artificial, becomes more and
more separated with the signal for larger R0.

To calculate the total emitted GW energy we use the usual equation

dEGW

dt
=

r2

16πG

∫
Sr

∣∣∣∣
∫ t

t0

Ψ4dt′
∣∣∣∣
2

dΩ, (C1)

where Sr is a sphere of radius r.
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Figure 16. Convergence in rΨ4 for Gμ = 2 × 10−3 and R0 = 1600M−1
Pl between dif-

ferent coarse grid resolutions: low (Δx = 48M−1
Pl ), mid (Δx = 38M−1

Pl ) and high (Δx =
32M−1

Pl ) resolutions, in addition to 6 refinement levels.

Figure 17. 2D slice of the collapse of a cosmic string loop using 3 + 1D numeri-
cal relativity: figures in the panel above show the evolution of the system from left to
right and top to bottom. In colour we plot the energy density. Initially, the loop starts
to collapse from rest (upper left); The energy density of the loop increases as its radius
becomes shorter and accelerates to ultra-relativistic speeds, when Lorentz contraction
effects emerge in the direction of the collapse (upper right). When the radius of the loop
is of the same order as the width of the string, the collision happens, where high cur-
vature effects appear (lower left). If the system is massive and thin enough, part of the
initial mass of the system collapses to a black hole and high-relativistic jets are emitted
axially as a result of the ultra-relativistic collision (lower right). This aspherical ejec-
tion of matter is responsible for a constant shift in the gravitational waveform known as
gravitational wave memory. The full movie can be found here [99].

C.2. Numerics and Convergence tests

In figure 15, we show that the volume-averaged Hamiltonian constraint violation

L2(H) =

√
1
V

∫
V
|H2|dV , (C2)
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where V is the simulation box coordinate volume with the interior of the apparent horizon
excised, is under control throughout the simulation.

We use the gradient conditions on φ and χ to tag cells for regridding. The precise criteria
is chosen depending on the symmetry breaking scale η and the total mass of the system. We
use the symmetry of the system to only simulate one quarter of the system, which reduces the
computational cost of the problem.

We cut off our signal after some time t when the black hole has formed (and hence the QNM
signal is completely determined analytically), and fit QNM modes for the l = 2m = 0 mode
[98] in figure 7). We test the precision of the simulation by comparing the radiated energies
with the initial mass. We find that these number for the simulations in table 1 are consistent
within the 1%–5% range.

We tested the convergence of our simulations with a cosmic string loop of Gμ = 2 × 10−3

and R0 = 1600M−1
Pl by using a box of size L = 3072M−1

Pl in which we improved by a factor
of 1.2 between the medium and highest resolution and 1.25 between the lowest and medium
resolution. The convergence of rΨ4 is shown in figure 16, for different coarse grid resolu-
tions: low (Δx = 32M−1

Pl ), medium (Δx = 38.4M−1
Pl ) and high (Δx = 48M−1

Pl ), in addition to
6 refinement levels.
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